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Seismic Behavior of Multistory 
Braced Steel Frames 
Subhash C. Goel 
Robert D. Hanson 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
By the mid 1950's, digital computer te<'hniques 
for the elastic dynamic rm;ponse of multistory 
building frames subjected to earthquake motion 
had been fairly well established. Three of the 
pionec~rs in the development of this field were 
Tung and Newmark (1) and Clough (2) whose 
studies indicated that the elastic dynamic anal-
ysis, with or without viscous damping, pre-
dieted story shears much greater than those 
specified by typical building codes. Yet the code 
specifications were favored by the fact that they 
led to economical designs which had successfully 
withstood severe earthquakes in the past, as for 
example, the Kern County earthquake of 1952 
as reported by Degenkolb (3). 
This discrepancy between the prediet.Pd lin<~ar 
clastic response and the observed lwhavior of 
similar struetures was thought to li<~ in the ability 
of tlw structural frame to diRsipate mtcrgy through 
industie ddormation. In 1956, Housrwr ( 4) 
introdu<'ed the eom~ept of inelastiC' dPsign has<'d 
on erwrgy input to a stnwtur<' during an earth-
quak<~ and its capaC'ity to diRsipate <mt>rgy through 
in<~lastie hyHteretic deformation. It was pointed 
out that safe and eeonomieal Rtructun•s C'ould lw 
dPsigncd to withstand a strong earthquake by 
permitting limited inelastic hyskretic activity in 
tlw stnwtural frames. 
A numlwr of investigations wen• und<·rtaken in 
tlw past de<'afl<~ to study the inPlastic lwhavior of 
stnwtur<~s wlwn subjected to strong earthquakPs 
(5-20). Most of these studies have been per-
formed ou open, moment-resistant building frames. 
Subhash C. Goel and Robert D. Hanson are with the Department 
of Civil Engineering, Univertiity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, :\Iiehigan. 
Seismic Behavior of Multistory Braced Frames 
The use of a light bracing syRtem in fully mommt-
n•sistant frames is quite <'ommon for th<· purposl' 
of redueing relativc horizontal dPfiections lH'-
twccn floors, thereby n~du<'ing tlw amount of non-
structural damage. It is also possihlP to dPsign 
economi(·al struetures for a multistory building h:v 
using a eombination of bracing and momPnt-
resistant frame rather than just the frame alone. 
The usc of bracing to resist nonseismie horizontal 
forces is common. A bracing system is permitted 
for the design of earthquake resistant buildings by 
the present Uniform Building Code upon ex-
tmsion of the definition of "shear wall." 
An increasing number of braced frame buildings 
arP being construeted in sPiRmieally aetiv<~ rPgions 
throughout th<> world. But th<> studi<>s eon<'crning 
their elastic or inelastie behavior during strong 
ParthquakPs have be<'ll very few and n'<'<>nt. 
Clough and Jcnsehke (9) studiPd tlw elastic· 
lwhavior of a spec·ifi<· bra('<'d stru<'ture and 
II ousrwr' s ( 4) limit analysis was n•stri<'ted to 
supporting stru<'tur<>s of elPvatecl wat<>r tanks or 
storagl' bins. :More n'<'<'ntly, Hanson and Fan 
(16) studi(•d th<> inelastie earthquake r<•sponR<' of a 
numl)('r of multistory braced framps with minimum 
cross bracing by as:-;uming tlw columns to lwhav<' 
elasti<'ally as waR dorw by G(wl (14) in his study 
of multistory unhraeed framPs. Tlw n•sttlts 
shmv<•d that even a light <'ro:-;s bra<'ing may <·aus<' 
large in<'reases in the column axial fon·ps and 
questioned using the assumption of elastie column 
behavior in braced frames. 
'Yorkman (17) followed the work of Hanson 
and Fan (16) and formulated a procedure of 
1 
analyzin~ sin~le-bay, multistory frames having 
li~ht dia~onal braf'in~ members when subjected to 
an earthquake. The basic objective of his in-
vesti~ation was to study the significance of various 
astmmptions used in the formulation of the in-
Plastic dynamic analysis of such frames. He 
ohservc·d that an claRtie analyRis with or without 
viscous damping holdR little value if a considerable 
yiPlding is expected to occur in the structure under 
a strong earthquake excitation. 
Objectives and Scope of the Study 
The present investigation reported herein is an 
attempt to study the inelaRtic earthquake be-
havior of a fairly wide variety of multistory frames 
of steel having different layouts of diagonal 
bracing and proportioned by two different design 
philoRophics. The structures of the first series 
arc designed by using current design procedurcR 
and the sec·ond series is a class of period-controlled 
stnH"turc:o;. The method of analysiR is a step-by-
stPp numerif·al procedure and is essentially the one 
that was developed by 'Workman (17). Only 
those assumptions which were found to have 
significant influence upon the response results are 
retained. 
The struf'tures are modeled as single-hay frameR 
having three distinct types of structural mcmbcrR: 
( 1) girders which arc ideal elasto-plastie bending 
members, (2) columns which arc clasto-plastic 
beam-columns with axial force effect on the plastic 
moment and tlw P-ll effe<·t induded, and (3) 
diagonal bracing memben; which act as clasto-
plastie members in axial tenRion only. One of 
the reasons for using light dia~onal bracing mem-
bers is that a simple hysteresis behavior in 
axial tension can he used by ignoring their strength 
in eompreRsion. Secondly, comparison of the 
reRponse of a lightly braced structural frame with 
that of an unbraced frame, when both are sub-
jected to the same earthquake excitation, reveals 
the effect of the bracing more clearly than would 
he evident if heavier bracing were employed. 
The assumptions and the method of analysis 
arc briefly described in Chapter 2. This chapter 
also contains the definitions of the variouR output 
parameters that were used to characterize the 
dynamic response of the structures. Chapter 3 
describes the layouts and the properties of the 
frames that were designed for this study, as well 
as the earthquake accelerogram used in the 
analyses. Chapter 4, which forms the core of the 
report, presents the results obtained from the 
::-;cheduled analyses and their thorough discussion, 
highlighting the most significant features of the 
seismic behavior of these structures. The study 
of the results is aimed at developing an under-
standing of the inelastic behavior of such braced 
frame structures during a stron~ earthquake and 
deriving implications thay may have bearin~ on 
their seismic design. A summary of the Rtndy 
and the significant conelusions derived therefrom 
are given in the coneluding Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Method of Analysis 
2.1 General 
The struetnr<~ is as~mmed to consist of a series of 
parallel, identical frames connected at the floor 
IPvels by rigid diaphragms. Thus, the lateral 
r<·~pon~<' of the entire struetur<' can be obtained by 
f'onsidering one planar frame excited at its base 
by the horizontal component of the ground motion. 
The weight of the building is assumed to be con-
<·<•ntrated at the floor levels, Ro that the structure 
f'an he treated as a lumped-mass syRtem. The 
n·~torin~ for<~<·s are provided by the resistance of 
the frame members, and Rome form of damping if 
a~sumed for the system. 
Once the mathematical model of the ~tructure is 
formulated, the governing differential equations of 
motion in matrix form are integrated by a nu-
merif'al technique using a step-by-step procedure 
2 
in which the Rtrueture is as~umed to respond 
linearly durin~ each time step. Ilow<~ver, t}w 
member propertieR may be ehan~ed from one tim<~ 
step to the rwxt depending upon th<~ir stress 
condition. In order to perform the enormou~ 
volume of computationR involved in such a pro-
cedure an electronic digital computer is required. 
2.2 Method of Analysis 
The method of analyRis used in this investiga-
tion is essentially the Rame that was devdop<~d hy 
Workman ( 17) for computing the n~sponse of a 
multistory braced frame when subjected to 
earthquake excitation. The procedure has been 
modified in this study to include viscous dampin~ 
in the structures. For details of the procedure 
reference should be made to his original report. 
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Tension 
A = Area 
E = Elastic 
A. cry 2 8 
Modulus 
L = Length 
Oy = Yield Stress 
Elongation 
5 6 
FI< :UBE 2.1. Fmee-deformat.ion relation of diagonal cmss 
bmeing 
However, for the sake of eompleteness the essential 
features of thP method are desrribed in the fol-
lowing: 
To limit the amount of computational effort 
involved the~ analysis eonsiders single-bay frames 
only. These framPs are assumed to have three 
distinct types of structural elements: 
( 1) Diagonal Cross Bracing 
The bracing is a tension carrying member with 
an clasto-plastic behavior as shown in Figure 2.1. 
The arrows and their corresponding numbers 
indicate a typical path that a m<:>mber might 
follow while undergoing dynamic motion. 
(2) Girders 
The gird<'rs follow an dasto-plastie hyskr<'sis 
behavior in moment-curvatlln~ t.Prms as is shown 
in Figun' 2.2. The axial forees and corn'sponding 
axial deformation are assHm<~d to he negligible. 
This ass11mption aeknowh'dges the eontrilmtion 
of tlw floor syst.Pm in resisting axial deformation 
but ignore'S any contribution of th<' floor to tlw 
flexural stifftwss and strength of tlw girdPrs. 
(3) Columns 
The columns an' also assllrn<~cl to h<'have elasto-
plastically with axial fore<' dfeets ind11decl in th<' 
axial ddormation, tlw lat.<'ral stiffness ("P-D. 
Eff<'et") and th<' plastie monwnt eapaeity. The 
momcnt-enrvature relation for the columns is 
shown in Figure 2.:3. The hysteresis behavior is 
nonlinear in the plastic range because of tlw 
modification of the plastic moment by the axial 
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E = Elastic Modulus 
I = Moment of Inertia 
c5y = Yield Stress 
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·,.-----..... 
Curvature 
Fll;UHE :!.:!. Uirder ela~to-plastic- montl'lll-t·ttrvatmP rl'iation 
for<'e, whieh is constantly Yarying during Uw 
dynami<' motion of the ~truetur<'. Th<' inkr-
action rdationship bctW<'<'ll tlw axial for<'<' and the 
plasti<' moment is tlw one given by ~Ias~onnet 
and San~ (21) for bPBding of wicl<'-fiang<' seetions 
T = Axial Tension 
MP = Plastic Moment 
E = Elastic Modulus 
Moment 
I = Moment of Inertia 
Curvature 
FH :UBE :!.:t Column modified ela~to-plastic moment-curva-
ture relation 
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about thPir strong axis. This is <·xpn·ssed math-
<·matically as: 







Tti axial load at yidd (Aav) 
A = an~a of c•ross-se<·tion 
a v = vield streKs 
.M v plastic moment with no axial load 
1lf,, = plasti<· mom<>nt modified dm• to the axial 
load 
Tlw pffpct of initial f'trcKs eondition chw to 
gravity loads is not included in the analysis except 
for eomputing the axial forces in the columns. 
ThP d'fP<'t of axial force on the rotational stiffness 
of the columns is also not considered. This is 
based on the earlier study by Workman (17). 
The nonlinear dynamic response of the frame is 
computed by a step-by-step numerical technique. 
The rPsponse is assumed to be linear within each 
time step and the properties of the frame are 
modified after each step, if needed. Thw~, the 
nonlin<~ar n~i'iponse is obtained as a sequence of 
lin<·ar n~sponsefl of stwcPssively differing syskmfl. 
For anv time in<'rement the individual m<~mber 
stiffnPsi'\ ~atrixes, based on the state of Rtr<~ss of 
th<' nwmher at thP beginning of the time step, is 
formulated into an overall incremental struc~tural 
stiffnPSI'\ matrix by the well-known stiffnesR matrix 
methods. This structural stiffness matrix will 
hav<' one lateral degree of freedom per floor with 
tlw two nodm.; at each floor level asRumed to have 
no relative horizontal movement between them. 
Adding a vertical and a rotational dPgree of 
freedom for each node~ give:-; a matrix size whieh is 
fiv<' timPs tlw number of floorR in the single-hay 
fram<'. 
It iR assumed that the verti<·al and rotatory 
im~rtia forces are zero for the dynamie motion of 
4 
the frame due to earthquake excitation, leaving 
only the horizontal inertia forces. By this ~s­
sumption the tranRformation of the overall m-
cremental lateral stiffness matrix can he accom-
plished by standard procedures. This implif~s 
that there is static hut not dynamic coupling 
between the horizontal deflections and the vertical 
deflections and rotations of the nodes. 
It is assumed that thP mails of the structure ifl 
lumped at the floor lcv<~ls only and that no inertia 
coupling between the floors exists. 
Once the lateral stiffness matrix of the strw~ture 
is formulated at th<> beginning of each time step, 
the numerical integration of the resulting equations 
of motion within each time step is accomplished 
by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta procedure. 
Viscous damping is incorporated into the solu-
tion as a full damping matrix whose values are 
computed to provide a prescribed percentage of 
critical damping in each initial elastic mode of 
vibration of the structure. Such a damping 
matrix can he obtained from the following matrix 
equation: 
[C] ["M.J [cf>] [2{jj [wJ [cf> ]- 1 
where 
[C] = damping matrix (full) 
['1\L] = mass matrix (diagonal) 
(2.2) 
[c/>] = modal matrix (mode shapes arranged col-
umn-wise) 
t(jJ = diagonal matrix of percentage of critical 
damping 
['wJ = diagonal matrix of natural frequencies 
The full damping matrix provides dynamic 
coupling bdween all floorR of the building, and 
th<~ damping forc~eR and the disRipated mwrgiefl 
through vis(~ous damping are computed incre-
mentally in the Runge-Kutta procedure. At the 
end of each time step the incremental horizontal 
diflplacements are known from the Runge-Kutta 
integration of the dynamic equations of motion. 
By w•ing the appropriate matrix transformations, 
the vertical displacementR and rotations of the 
frame assoeiatcd with the horizontal displaec~mcnts 
can he obtained. 
With the total incremental displacement patkrn 
known, the member incremental stress resultants 
can be computed. These incremental stress re-
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sultants are add<~d to the total strl'ss resultants 
and eaC'h m<~mher is C'IH'Ck<·d to se<' if a change in 
its hdmvior pattern has ocC'mTed. If no chang<'S 
have ocC'urn~d, the solution movc•s aJwad to the 
next tim<) step. If a chang(' is detf'cted, t li<~n the 
proccs:-; retnrm: to the beginning of the time st<'p, 
divide:-~ the time st(~p by fiv<' and calculates tlw 
n•:-:ponsc at this reduced time siz<' until this 
change is <mf'mmtered again. Then thl' original 
time siz<~ is reRtored and the solution pro<'l'ed:-; 
again with the changed itH'n'mental Rtructure. 
How<'V<~r, a smaller tim<' st.<'p had to lw l!Sl'd 
wherH'V<'r a peak on the a<•f·c•lc·rogram (\Yhich 
cm1si:-~ted of straight litH' segnwnts) was <'11-
C'OIIllt<'red within the normal tinw :-~tep. The 
size of the normal tim<' skp in this :-:tu<ly \\~as 
taken equal to one-fifth of Uw smalleRt natural 
pl'riod of vibration of the elastic structun'. For 
th<' cases n'ported in this :-~tudy th<' normal time 
st<'P ranged from 0.0102 H'<' to 0.0250 sec. 
2.3 Output Parameters 
Tlw following parameters were monitored by the 
program and printed at pach aece!Program time: 
thl' chang<' in the strain <'IH'l'I(V, kindic energy, 
dissipat(~d energy (through itH•Iastic adion and 
vis<'ous damping), and <~arthqnak<' input energy 
from tlw onset of base motion, the total horizontal 
displaeem<mt of the floor levels, tlw horizontal 
n~storing force:-: and the type of behavior ex-
peril'need by all memberR. Also at a time inten,al 
of 0 .. 5 seC' tlw total maximum or minimum values of 
certain other parameterR \Yl~I'l' printed. These 
parameters w<'l'e: tlw maximum ah:-~olute valtw 
of th<' rdativl' horizontal displac<'nwnt hdween 
floor l<'v<'ls, the maximum absolute valul' of the 
floor kv<'l horizontal a<·cp]eration, the maximum 
dudilitv ratioR, the maximum column axial 
for<'<' ra.tios, tlw mwrgy di:-~:-:ipat<'d by the rncmlwr:-; 
and th<' en<'rgy dissipatPd through vi~<·ous damp-
ing in pad1 story of the strul'tUr<'. 
ThP cludilitv ratio r<'pn·s<•nb th<' amount of 
maximum filw~ strain that a nwmher underg<H':-i 
dming earthquak<' excitation. Each type of 
strudmal cl<'ment utilizes a slightly diff<'l'<'llt 
ddinition of ductility ratio. In the diagonal 
<To:-~:-:-hracing it i:-~ dcfirwd a:-; th(• maximum 
dongation that tlw nwmiH·r und<•rgo<'s during 
<'arthquak<' <'X<'itation divid<·<l h.\· th<' yield <'longa-
timl. This <'an lw <•xpn•ss<•d math<'maticall,v as: 
~lll:tX 
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maxunurn l'longatioJI and .::1 11 , 
yield <'longation = LujE (Fig. 2.1). 
A ('OJH'l'pt ch•rivPd for a symmetric di:-:plac<•nwnt 
patt<·rn \\~hich has been used earlier (10) ha:-: the 
adnmtag<' that tlw n·:-:ult:-~ l'an h<· <·omparPd to 
work pn'\~iou:-~ly n'portPd ( G, 1 ~). For the gi rd<•r:-; 
this ductilitv ratio is <kfitH'd at each <'llcl. \\"IH·n 
an <'lid mon~ent is in thP da:-~t ic range tlw ductility 
ratio i:-~ defined as th<' ratio of the end rnonwnt to 
tlw pla:-:ti<· monwnt of that meml H'r. 'Yiwn the 
enfl moment i:-~ pla:-~tiC' th• dudilit~~ ratio is definPd 
as on<' plu:-~ tlw ratio of the maximum plaf'tic hinge 
rotation for that <'Xl'lll'Rion into the' plastic rang<' 
to t h<' Yidd rotation for a })('am with equal <'nd 
rotatim;~ and no transn'l'S<' <'lHl displacements. 
Thi:-~ <'an IH' Pxpn•:-~:-:c'd a~: 
For 





n e ,.,,,EJ 1.0 + . --
LJI, 
l () r1 '1.'~1· m11m, '·th:-:olute ,·all w of t lw \Y H'l'(' ""'" = 1, ., 
plastie bing<· rotation. 
ThP du<·tilitY ratio of th<~ columns i:-~ ckfilll'd t!H' 
same as t h<' ~irders l'X<'ept th<' modifi<'d pla:-:til' 
monwnt, .1!,,, i:-~ used in pia<'<' of th<' pla:-~ti<· 
monw11t, Jf ,. Tlw modified pla:-:ti<' molll<'ll t, 
.1! 111 , i:-~ <'Yaluakd at each :-~tl'P of thl' computation 
and, a<·<·ordingly, tlw <·olumtl dudility ratio is 
l'<'<'on!Pd whl'll i() 1 /J[ , 1 reaclws a maxin111111 \·ahH'. 
This i:-~ an attc'mpt to tak<· into aC'count th<' :-:train 
<'at Jsed h~· t IH' axial load. 
Thl' C'ohJmn for<'<' ratio is defirwd as t hl' ratio 
oft lw C'olumn axial fore<' to tlw column axial ~~il'ld 
fon·e. ThP column axial yiPld fon•p is th<• produ<·t 
oft h<· C'o!urnn an'a and ib yield :-:tn's~. 
The <'IH'rgy di:-:sipatPd hy th<' nwmh<'r:-: i:-~ t h<' 
total amount of ('twrgy dis:-~ipatc>d t hmugh pla:-~t i1· 
deformation of l'tu·h nwmlH'r during t hl' <·art h-
quakl' ex<·itation. 
It :-~l10uld Ill' noL<'d that tlw somewhat arbitrary 
basis for normalizing the output parameter:-~ has 
no eff<•ct on th<' dynamic responRe of th<' strur·ture 
nor upon th<' other output param<'t.ers. 
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Chapter 3 
Program of Investigation 
3.1 General 
Th<~ dual <'mH·<·pts of stnwtural duetility and 
en<~rgy absorption capacity necessary for a struc-
ture to survive a severe earthquake are important 
to a<h'quatc, economical design. The ductility 
ratio is a measure of maximum inelastic deforma-
tion requirements in seismic design. However, 
seismic adequacy dcp<~nds on more than satisfying 
ductility requin~m<~nts. During a severe earth-
quak<~ the structural memb<,rs must be able to 
withstand numerous int'lastie ey('les of load re-
versal. That is to say, they must provide ade-
quat<- enNgy absorption eapaeity. Consid<,ration 
of only one of thes<' concepts without the other 
repr<'scnts an incomplete approach to s<~ismic 
design. 
This study provides information on both 
duC'tility and energy absorption n•quin~m<mts for 
lightly braced moment n,sisting frames. 
:\linimum <Toss bracing would normally be used 
to control la1<"ral displa<·<~nwnts of tbe building 
und<"r wind and moderate earthquake ex<·itation 
and to supply additional sourct' of <·nergy dissi-
pation during a S<,vcre earthquake. vVith tlw use 
of minimum <·ross bracing their strength in corn-
pression ean be ignored whieh results in a simpler 
hysteresis behavior in tension only for these 
memhNs. A comparison of the response of 
lightly braced framPs to th' rc,sponse of a com-
parable unbraced frame also provicl<~s a basis for 
t>Xpanding our dPsign intuition. 
This ehapt<·r deserilws the types of stru<·tural 
mod<·ls and their variations, and the earthquak<~ 
ac·c·<'l<·rogram used in this study. The f'tructmal 
(P.) n,-.t t<Jm Stor:,: 
()J•en 






models represent different design philosophies 
and different arrang<~ments of diagonal lmu·ing. 
A form of viscous damping was also introdw·<~d in 
Rome structural models to study its cffc('t on their 
elastic and inelastic r<'sponse to tlw same earth-
quake. 
3.2 Structures Considered 
This study deals with regular, n·ctangular 
buildings only. Any irregulariti<'S sueh as set-
baeks, e<·centricities or app<'lHlag<~s W<'n' not c·on-
sicl<•red. The struetures were 10 stories high with 
a uniform story height of 12 ft, hay width of 20 ft 
and fixed at the bas<,. Only diagonal bracing 
was wwd with four diff<,rcnt layouts: 
(a) Fully braced (F) 
(b) Bottom story op<~n (B) 
(e) Alternat<' stories op<'ll (A) 
(d) Compktely un braced (U) 
Th<~s<~ patt<,rns of bracing arrangc~ment and Uwir 
cksignations an' shown in Figure :3.1. 
Two different philm.;ophiPs W<'I'C used to <ksign 
these fram<,s. In 8cri<·s Orw the stnl<'tur<'s were 
clesign<~d for minimum code lakral fon·<·s and 
using curn·nt allowable stress design procedun~s. 
Th<~ structures of Sc,ries Two were period con-
trolled and wen~ proportioned for a eonstant. 
fundam<~ntal period of about 1.25 sec. The 
design proe<~dures for thn two ~<,ri<~s an' further 
dcsc·rilwd in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Series One 
In tJw pws<~nt statc-of-tlw-art tlw primary 
<ksign fa<'tors arc~ tlw strPsses or fon~<'S in tlw 
mPmhers and the lat<~ral ddl<~etion of the structur<~ 
und<·r tlw eomhi1wd d<~acl, live and lat<·ral <'arth-
quake or wind loads. Tlw four 10-story strue-
tun~s of Series One wen~ clf~signed using typical 
dead and liv<' loacb for multistory offi<:e buildings 
and lD t.Pral earthquake forecs similar to those 
specified by the Uniform Building Cod<' 1 !)70. 
Two design eriteria, memlwr stn•ss and a latc•ral 
defieetion limit of 0.:).5% of the height at dc~sign 
earthquake loads were us<~d. Tlw lakral earth-
quake fon~<'S ar<' based on a dead load p<•r fioor 
of 44 kips, C = 0.05 regardless of period, K = 1.0 
regardlc~ss of the frame layout, and J = 1.0. This 
is an Pxtremdy crude but eomervative estimate of 
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th<~ code lat<~ral forces. The fram<'s Fl and B 1 
\\U'<) consi<kn~d to earry t.hwe bays of lateral fore<~ 
and orw bay of vertical load. The moment-
resisting framf' consisting of beams and column::; 
for th<~S<) two structures was designed for 25% 
of the total latm·alload while the compkte Rvst<>m 
earried 100% of the loads. FrameH Ul m~d Al 
earriml one hay of lateral and vertical foreeR. Thn 
lateral forces which \Y<'n) used in t.h<' d<'sign of 
these frames are given in Table ;).1. Column 
stn'sses were cal<-ulat.cd using AIRC Formula 
(I.G-la) with C, = 0.85 for comhi11ed d<'ad, live 
and lateral loads.* It Hhoulcl be noted that the 
US<' of Cm = 0.85 in the design of eolunms for 
fram<'S Fl and Bl is on the COIISPrvative Ride. 
The live load vms takm1 as :)2 kips pm floor with 
no w<hwtion. In tlw d<)sign of lwams and columns 
under combined gravity and earthquake fon·C's 
allowable Rtresses were increased by :);)% as 
p<~rmitted by tlw AISC Specifications. Tlw first 
floor beam a11d firRt Rtory eolumns of frame Bl 
were also selected so that the first story stif'fnC'ss of 
Bl is approximately tlw same as in frame Fl. ThP 
diagonal braces wcr<) designed as tension members 
lli-'ing an allowablt) RtrcRR of 22 kRi without utilizing 
the ;);)% i1wn)ase. A minimum an)a of 2.88 sq in. 
was used for tlw hraeing m<~mbers, which waR 
dd.<'rmined from the maximum slewkrnesR ratio 
rPquin'nwnt of :)00. A36 sted was assunwd for 
tiH'S<~ frames. 
Tlw lateral deflections of th<~ struetun~s were 
found to he within the 0.35% limit without in-
fluencing the designs. Tlw propertil'S an<l design 
valueH are given in Tables 3.2-3.S. Even though 
the column streRR<'S as ealculate<l from the AI~C 
Formula (l.G-la) an) somewhat. larger than thos<' 
whi<'h would perhaps he used in normal design 
prad.it·e, it. is felt. that. thes<' designR an' n'asonahly 
<'ons<~rvat.ive. No recluC"tion in the liv<' loads awl 
tlw use of C = 0.05, K = 1.0 and J = 1.0 all kad 
to an ov<~r-<~stimation of the design fon·e,.;. For 
example, the <'ode vahws of C d<~t!'rmined from 
the calculated periods of vibration for thes<~ 
frames would h<) at leaRt 10% Rmaller than tlw 
value used. 
In tlw struetureR Fl, Bl and Al of foleri<'S On<' 
Hw bracing 'vm; designed to provide strength 
againRt full latPral design fon~<'S. Tlw lat<'ral 
ddlections of thes<' stnl<'tUl"<'R at tlwse design 
*A IS(' Formula (I .(i-la), l!Hi!l Spc<·ifi<'ations: 
::• + ___ Cmfl>_ _ :::; },() 
a (~-:JFh 
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TABLE 3.1 Distribution of Lateral Force for 
Series One Design (in Kips) 
Floor {' 111111 ~t F anrl H 
)() (). 70 :.!0. 10 
!) :~.<Hi ~·. :2t 
N ~.7~ s. ].-, 
7 :2. :-~s 7. II 
(i :.!.04 (i.ll 
;) I . 70 .-•. 1 () 
4 I . >Hi 4.0N 
., 1.0:.! :\.()(j ,) 
:.! O.HN :.!.04 
(). :~4 I . 0:.! 
Total :.!:.!.Oil (i(i. ()() 
These value' are <·:d<'ulated W<ing a \·:due of(' = ll.W). It should 
he noted that /\ = 1.0 w:L' u.,ed for :dl ''""'' :dthough ''"'" 1· would 
haYeperlllitted :c 1\ = O.lii'. 
forces were found to he within permi . .;sihlc limits. 
But tlw completely unbraced frame l~l "·a..; found 
to he the most flexibl<' st.ructun' in this S<Ti<'S, 
showing the largest lateral drift. at design for<'<'S. 
::\Iinimum cross bra<'ing (area of <TORS section = 
2.88 sq in. and Rlend<'I'IH'RS ratio of about ;)()()) 
was add<'d to this fram<' for the purpos<' of con~ 
trolling lateral drift at design loads. This is 
quik often dmw in praetice under similar cir-
cumstancf's. This frame is designakd Ul X and 
repn'sents a diff<)r<'nt design concept than the 
previous four struetureR in this series. The 
st.ruetural prop('rties of this frame are given in 
Table :U). In tlw frame UlX, therefore, tlw cross 
bracing provideR extra strength than that rcquin)d 
for the code lateral forees and an additional souree 
of energy abRorption during a sevPre <'art hquakc. 
A comparison of the rt'i-'ponse of this stnwture 
\Yith the oth<)r four modds in SPri<'S One (l'l in 
partieular) would lw of inten'i-'t to study t lH' d<'-
sirahility of such a d<'sign procedure and .tlw ef'f<'<'t 
that the additional (Toss bracing would han' on 
the n'sponse of the originalun hra<'ed Rtru!'tun'. 
The fundamental period of vibration of ea!'h 
of thes<' frames iR also listed in Tables :3.2-:).6. 
For computing tlw natural periods the frames 
\Yen~ treated as elaRtic and tlw stiffneRs of only 
one diagonal member in eaeh braced story was 
<'OllRidercd. The maRRes aRRigtwd to tlw floors 
wen) thos<' eorn'sponding to the \Yc>ights usPd in 
cal<·ulating tlw design lateral fore<'R. Thus, tlw 
floor masRPS in frames At, Ul and UlX an~ for 
one hay of dead loads (44 kipR per floor) and thos<~ 
in fram<~s Fl and Bl for thre<) bays, i.e., 1:)2 kips 
P<'r floor. The same floor maRses W<'r<' also used 
in computing the dynamie n~sponse of these 
struet.ures. 
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TABLE 3.2 Structural Properties of Frame F1 
Gin INs 
Floor --I 
fA'/'('/ Sl'c/ion fr Nn/l'io(f A 
10 Wtsx,-,o .so:z :z.s:-: 
\1 Wlsx.-.o so:z :Z.SS 
:-: Wlsx.;o !-.;1):2 2.:-'.S 
7 Wt:-:x.;o .SO:! 2.:-\'-l 
(i WlXX.iO .'\():2 2.SI-i 
;) WISX(ill \lS(i 2.SI-i 
4 Wli'XIill \IS(i 2.\!4 
... 
.. WISXIiO \IX(i 2.!14 
:2 WISXtill !l)';(i :).:-)~ 
W ISX(iO !lSti :) . :-;s 
Girders ll.L. + L.L. + KQ.: j,,/22 = 0.\JF\2 maximum. 
The fundamental period of vibration, 7'1 = 1.58 sec. 
TABLE 3.3 Structural Properties of Frame Bl 
Gin{,.,.,, 
F/r)()r 
Le1wl 8l't'lir)n fr Nm,.iny 
10 Wl.sx.;o SO:! 
\1 Wlxx.-,o SO:! 
X Wlsx.-,o .so:z 
7 Wl.sx.-,o SO:! 
(j Wt.sx.;o X02 
.) W IXXIiO \l.S(i 
4 WIXX(i'l !I.% 
... 
oJ WI~->X60 \l.S(i 
2 WIX X60 \l.S() 
WISX77 12!!0 
--- ---------
Cirders D.L. + L.L. + E.Q.: j 1,/22 = 1.0:~ maximllln. 












TABLE 3.4 Structural Properties of Frame Al 
8 
( / t"rrlers 
Floor 
IA'I'I'f Sed ion _Jx Nrru·ing A 
-------
10 WlXX4.) 70fi 
!I WISX4.) 70(i 
s WIXX4.-, 71Hi 
7 WIXX4.-, /(l(i 
(i \V 1XX4.-, 701\ 
;) Wlsx.>o :-:o:z 
4 w lxx.-,o X02 
... 
.. Wlxx.-,o X02 
2 Wtsx.-,o X02 
WI XX,)O so:z 
Girders D.L. + L.L. + E.Q.: j,,/2'2 = 1.14 maximwu. 
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Allowable I . :;;; 
I>.L. + 1~.1. + 8.(). 
.1 Forll(llla (J.fi-Ja) 
10.0 1.41 
(;) '(i I . O.S 
~;-, ' (i 1.:14 
22 !l 1.07 
22.!1 I. 2.-, 
;)(). ;.) j . (Hi 
;)() . :-~ l '20 
:;,;. () I .22 
:;.-,. 0 1.27 
,-J4. I 1. :~;) 



















I . :20 
I . :J(i 




AllowabiP = I . :::; 
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!.eve/ Section fx Bracing A I Section 
-------- ----~------
10 WIXXi10 X02 
!) WlSX.'iO X02 
8 WlXX.'iO X02 
7 Wl8X!)0 802 
6 WIHXGO 802 
'' 
WIHX60 !186 
4 WIHX60 !ISH 
:3 WI><XHO !186 
2 WISX60 \IS() 
WISX()O !IS() 
Girders D.L. + L.L. + E.Q.: J,,/2'2 = 1.20 maximum. 











TABLE 3.6 Structural Properties of Frame UlX 































The fundamental period of vibration, T, = 1.10 sec. 























Ffoor ··---·------ ---------------- - -----------------~--- ·--· 
Level Section !, A 
---------- ---- ------------- ·--------- i -
10 WI4X78 Si)l 2:2.!1 
!I WI4X78 8;il :2:2.!1 
s WI4X 127 1480 :n. :3 
7 WI4X 127 1480 :l7. :3 
(j W14X l7H 21!10 ;j I. 7 
,-, W14XI7ti :21 !)() :> 1. 7 
4 WI4X21!1 2800 l\4.4 
:; Wl4X21!1 2800 ()4.4 
2 W14X264 :JG:30 77. (j 
W14X264 :35:30 77.6 
The fundamental period of vibration, T, = 1.25 sec. 
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3.2.2 Series Two 
The stnwtures of ScriPs One wen~ d<~sig;ned ac-
cording to the preRent state-of-the-art using the 
design forces and proccdun~ close to thoRe specifi<~d 
by typical codes in practice. It is noticed that this 
resulted in different periods of vibration for 
struetures of Rimilar dimensions but different 
layouts. It has been shown in some earlier 
investigations (14) that the period of vibration of 
a structure may Rignificantly influence its response 
to a given earthquake. In fact, a eomparison of 
the response of structures with diff<~rent periods 
of vibration to the same earthquake is often 
complicated lwcause of this reason. It was, 
therefor<', d<~cidPd for this investigation to design a 
seeond serieR of 10-story structures which would 
have a ('ommon fundamental p<~riod of vibration 
irrespective of their strength. 
The hasie structure in SPries Two iR a fully un-
hraePd 10-story stmeture, with a fundamental 
p<·riod of vibration of 1.25 S<'C, whi<'h was used hy 
God in an earli<~r study (14). This structme is 
d<·signated aR V2 and its l'trudural properties are 
given in Tahl<· :). 7. The braced moddR in this 
sc~ri<·s (de:o;ignatcd as F2, B2 and A2) were ob-
tairwd hy adding minimum cross hra<·ing to tlH~ 
frarn<' C2 a<·conling to the layout which was shown 
in Figun~ :~.1. The slendcnwss ratio of th<•s<• 
mernlH•rs was about >100 (the maximum p<~rmitted 
by AISC f-'p<•('ifi<·ations for a se('ondary tension 
member) awl thc•ir area of eross section 2.RR sq in. 
Th<· floor mass of the~e frames was then adjusted to 
maintain a fundamental period of about 1.2.5 see 
for each. This <·ould he considc~red tlw :'iame as 
having diffl'n·nt amounts of floor an·a contributing 
their inNtia fon·<•s to one hra<·Pd hay. That is, 
probably <·aeh hay would not h<· hrac·ed. Tlw 
struefttral prop<·rt iPs of t h<· franws F2, B2 and A2 
are giv<·n in Tahl<· :u;;. 
Thus, the structures of t;eries Two ha\·e identi-
cal beam-column frames, id<·ntical bracing mem-
bers but with different distribution, and different 
floor masses corn~sponding to a common funda-
mental period of vibration of 1.25 sec. This r<'pr<'-
:-:ents a rather uneon vcn tiona I design pnwPd un·. 
However, it would bP interesting to study their 
behavior under the sanw input earthquake and 
cross-compare with the corresponding respons<> of 
the structures of Series One. 
3.3 Earthquake Accelerogram 
The aecelerogram used in thiR inv<•stigation is 
the N-S comporwnt of the :\Jay 1R, 1\J.J-0, 1•:1 Centro 
earthquake with tlw ground aceekration values 
multipliPd by a factor of 1.5, and subsequently n·-
fcrr<•d to as the modifi<·d El C\•ntro acec~lerogram. 
This modifi<~d a<:celerogram has h<~<·n usl'd h.v a 
number of investigators in the past (14, 15, 17). 
His bdiev<~d to be repn·:-:entative of a s<'vere earth-
quake for struetuws founded on hard ground in the 
western part of the United State:o;. The vdol'ity 
response spectrum of this accelcrogram i:-: rda-
tively flat over a \vicl<· range of the period of Yi-
bration of strudures, i.<•., approximately O.R-:1.0 
Rf~C (1 t). This has ('(~rtain advantages \Vh<·n int<'r-
prding dynarni<~ n~spons<•. 
Rtudi<·s by Clough and lknuska (11) sugge:-:t 
that the strudural respons<~ d<·pends primarily on 
the peak acederaJion impuis<· in the ground motion 
and that <'nntinuing motions of smaller amplitnd<' 
have only a small effect on the maximum n~sponsc. 
Therefore, in order to avoid <~xef•ssive computa-
tional time, the duration of the <~art.hquake us<'d 
in most of their analyses was primarily limit<~d to 
tlw first four or eight S<~<·onds of tlw El CPnt ro 
earthq uak<~. 
(;od (14) and \Vorkman (17) nokd in th<·ir 
awtl_vs<•s that most of tlw maxmmm respons<· 
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FI< ;ulU~ :l.2. :\lodified El Cenl,ro aeeelerognun 
parameters of their structures using the modified 
El Centro aeeclerogram occurred within the first 
R(Wcn seconds of the motion. The rate of input 
energy with time was noted to be very fast with 
this aceclerogram so that more than 75% of the 
maximum input energy eame from the first seven 
sPeonds of the aeederogram. It was, therefore, 
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Time, seconds 
fiecl El Centro acl'eh•rogram for most of the anal-
ysps pt>rformed for this invpstigation. In some 
casPs, where the eost of eomputation was not ex-
cpssiv<', analyses were run for a lon~wr duration hut 
th(• maximum response paramckrs were picked 
from tlw first S('V<'ll seconds onl~·. Thi:-: modifiPd 
ac•c•ch•rogram and its velocity response spc<'tra 
computed for the first seven sceonds of ground 
2 3 4 
Natural Period, seconds 
FIGURE 3.3. Velocity spectra for the first seven seconds of the modified El Centro accelerogram 
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motion are shown m Figures :~.2 and :).:~, n•spl'c-
tiv<·ly. 
3.4 Structural Behavior 
It is nokcl that structures of varying layouts of 
diagonal bracing, ranging from fully braced to 
fully un braeed, were designed by two different 
d<'sign <·oneepts for this study. This was done to 
f'tudy tlw effect of light bracing on the inelastic 
behavior of these struetures during a severe <'arth-
quak<'. Also, the eharaetPristic features of the 
rcf'polls<' of these• structurc~s proportioned by differ-
ent proeedur<'S will he studied. 
Tlw structural models of the two s<'l'I<'S were 
also analyz<'d under var~·ing assumptions of th<' 
analysis such as the in<·lastic or elasti<~ behavior of 
the structural m<~mbers, and th<~ addition of vis-
cous damping equival<~nt to 5% of <'riti<·al in ea<'h 
clasti<· mode of tlw structure. The details of the 
various types of analysis thus formulated an~ 
described in Chapter 4. Comparisons of tlw re-
sponse of these various structures under the vary-
ing assumptions when subjeetf'd to tlw sam<~ input 
earthquake will provide a basis for studying the 
influence of energy absorption through indasti<' 
deformation, viscous damping and the eombination 
of both types. 
Chapter 4 
Discussion of Results 
4.1 General 
TlH' r<'sults obtained from tlw analyses de-
s<'rilH'd <'arlier are presented and diseuss(~d in this 
('bupt<'r. ThP S<"hcdule of analyses was planned to 
study th<' follmving eff<•ds: 
1. Type of Structure 
Different variations of the arrangement of di-
agonal braces were obtained both in Series One 
and Seri<·s Two fram<~s. Tlwse Rtructures repn~­
sent different bra<·e arrang<'ments. :Maximum 
rPsponse parameters of these stru<'tures with no 
damping as ohtairwd from tiH• inelastic analysis 
arc eompar<'d. 
2. Type of Analysis 
Th<· structural models were also varied de-
JW!Iding upon wh<·ther the fram(• members W(~re 
p<'rmitt<•d to heha V(~ Plasti<~ally or inelastically 
(<olasto-pla:-;tic hysteresis h<'havior) and whether 
sonw viscous damping was induded in the analysis 
or not. Each structun• of S(•ries One and Series 
Two was analyzed with these different assumptions 
of f'tructural behavior. Comparison of the results 
is made' with a view to evaluate the influence of 
hysteresis and viscous erwrgy dissipation on the 
n•f'ponse of ea<' h stnwture f'tudied. The com-
parison of the results of inelastic analysis without 
vis<·ous damping and elastic analysi::; with viscous 
damping (.5% of critical in each mode) would also 
indicate whether the inelastic behavior of these 
structures can be effectively modeled by an 
dastie structure with an equivalent v1scous 
damping. 
12 
For the purpose of this study the comparison of 
dynamic respom;e of the various cases is made in 
termf' of maximum response parameters o<·<·urring 
in the first seven seconds of the earthquake. To 
avoid <'X<'essive repetition of the word maximum, 
the maximum response paramd<'rs will g<~nerally 
be <·all(~d as simply wsponse parameters in tlw dis-
('Ussion to follow. 
4.2 Type of Structure 
4.2.1 Series One 
The frames of SerieR One, namely Fl, Bl, Al, 
Ul and UlX, were subjected to inelastic analysis 
without any viscous damping. Thus, tlw only 
source of energy dissipation in tlwse models was 
the hysteresis energy through in<·lastic deformation 
of the struetural m<~mhers. The response param-
eters of these five frames from such an analysis ar<' 
compared in this section. This comparison is 
intended to evaluate the infhwrH·e of stnwtural 
variations upon their inelastic response when tlw 
frames are subjected to the same earthquak<'. 
The results an~ presented in Figures 4.1(a)~(k) 
and discussed below. 
The floor displacements of the five fram<'S are 
plotted in Figure 4.1(a). It will be noticed that 
the floor displaeements of Al and Ul X are Uw 
least while Ul shows the largest floor displace-
mentA. The displacements of Fl and Bl lie in 
between the above extremes. It is quite dear that 
the totally unbraecd frame Ul is the most ftexiblP 
one showing displacements which are largest of all 
the five frames in this series, including Fl and Bl 
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FIGURE 4.1. Series One-inelastic undamped analysis 
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FIGURE 4.1. Serie,; One--inelastic undamped analysis 
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FI<; UHE 4.1. ~eries One-inelaHtie undamped analysi~ 
whieh carried three times as much floor mass. 
Addition of minimum cross-bracing to the frame 
Ul for drift control proves very effective as can 
lw noticed from a substantial reduction of floor 
displacements in the frame UlX. 
Similar observations can be made about relative 
!"tory displacements which are plotted in Figure 
-L l(b). ThP unhraced frame Ul shows the 
largest relative story displacements which were 
n·duecd by more than 50% in the lower stories due 
t.o the addition of minimum eroKH bracing (Frame 
UlX). FramPs Fl and Bl have relative story 
displacementfl comparable to thoHe of Ul even 
though the former have three timm; the floor 
masHes of the unbraced fram<' Ul. The presence 
of diagonal bracing in these frames showed 
remarkable control over lateral displacements. 
For example, the alternate unbraccd stories of 
frame Al :-;howed markedly larger relative story 
displacements a:-; comparPd with the braced 
Btorie:-;. 
The normalized floor accelerations arc plotted in 
.Figure 4.1 (c). The presence of cross bracing 
reHults in a large increase in the floor accelerations. 
It can be noticed that the frame Ul had least 
floor accelerations and the addition of minimum 
cross bracing to it resulted in a 3 to 4 times increase 
14 
in th<' acceleration valttPK. lt is interesting to 
note that the acrekrationR in framps Fl and Bl 
are smaller than thosP in UlX or Al. A logical 
explanation for this would lw that the frames Fl 
and Bl carry thn~<' timPs tlw floor maKs compared 
\vith the other thre<• frames of this KeriPs and :-;ince 
the diagonal braces yield at fairly small amplitudt> 
kvd thiK renders Fl and Bl aH rPlativPly more 
flpxihk stnwtnr<'K for thP moRt part of their 
dynamic reHponsP. Larg<' floor accelerations in 
frame Al may also lw <·onKid<'r<)d as partly due to a 
~ignifieant Heeond mock contrilmtion to the early 
reHponse of Al but not for Fl for inHtaiwe (FigR. 
B.2 and C.2 in the App<'ndixeK). 
Column axial for<'<' ratioH (maximum force of 
tenHion and eomprpssion divided hy the yield 
fon~e 7'v) are Hhown in Figun~ 4.1(d). As could 
be Pxpeeted, the effeet of diagonal brae.ing in these 
frames r<)Rulted in a considerable increase in the 
column axial forces. Th<~ axial forces in the col-
umns of the unhraeed frame Ul are smaller than 
any of the braced frames in this series. It should 
be remembered that the combined dead load plus 
earthquake forceR are used in computing the 
axial force ratio. 
Column duetility ratio:-; are shown in Figure 
4.1(<~). The results do not show a well-defined 
trend. However, it can be noticed that the 
columns of the unbraeed frame Ul generally re-
mained clastic except in the first and the top 
stories. Other braced frames show considerable 
inelastic activity in the columns, except UlX in 
which the presence of cross bracing resulted in 
reduced column ductility ratios as compared to 
those in Ul. 
Figure 4.1(f) shows a comparison of the girder 
ductility ratios for the five fram<~s of fkrieH One. 
Comparing the girder ductility ratio:-; for frameH 
Ul and UlX, it can he :-;een that the addition of 
minimum cross bracing to the unbraccd frame 
Ul re:-;ults in a Huh:-;tantial redu<·tion in the in-
elastic activity in the girders. As a matter of 
fact, the girders of UlX generally remain elastic 
except for a few lower stories. The girder duc-
tility ratios for frames Fl and Bl are about the 
same as in Ul even though the former have three 
times as much floor mass. 
The ductility ratios for the braces in the braced 
frames are presented in Figure 4.1(g). The 
braces in Fl and Bl have duetility ratios as 
large as 7. These results indicate that the 
diagonal braces as used in these frames have to 
undergo quite large deformation beyond the yield 
point. 
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The• next four figure:-;, Figun·s 4.1 (h)-(k), show 
enPrgy disi"ipated hy tlH' c·olumns, girdc•r:-;, hrac·c·:--
and the total e~nergy dissipated pc•r f'tory in thef'<' 
frameR. It will he notic·ed that the• c•rwrgy c!Pmall(l 
on the e·olumns iR not as gn~at a:-; may have· l>l'Pil 
Ruggested by qnitP Ruh:c;tantial <'olumn dw·tility 
ratios in Figure 4.1(e). Tlw girckrs and hrae·e•s 
Rhar<' most of the emergy dissipation almost 
equally. Frame's Ul and Al arc~ <'X<'Pptions to 
the above observation. In Ul tht'r<' an' no hrae·c•s 
Ro the• girders dissipate mo:-;t of tlw total dissipakd 
c•nergy in the frame. On the <'ontrary to this tlw 
eolumns in the alternatd:v braced framP Al 
dissipak more' energy than the girders and 
brae·c•s C'omhined. The total c•rwrgy dissipatc•d in 
framP Fl or Bl is the larg<'st of th<' othc•r tlm•e• 
perhaps bc•c·ause of largPr floor mass of the'R<' two 
struC'tures. 
In the prpeeding paragraphs thP dynamiC' 
n~sponse of the undamped models of the five 
struc·tnres of Series One when subjeetc·d to 1..5 
tim<>s the N -S component of thP El Cmtro 1940 
aecelerogram was presented and discussed. It 
eould be noticed from the results that thP frame's 
F1, B1 and Ul an~ rclativdy flc•xible structun•s 
showing large lateral displaec·ments, memlwr 
duetilit:v ratios and energy demand:-;. The due-
tility ratios for the braeing mPmbers in frameR 
F1 and B1, for example, an' as laq~l' as 7. B~· 
C'omparing the results of th<> hraeed framt•s with 
the corresponding unbraeed model the effect of 
braeing on the response parameters was also 
studied. It was notieed that one efft'ct of bracing 
is to increase the axial forcps in the C'olumns 
(T /T 11 values showing as high as 0.7). Tht> 
addition of minimum eross-hraeing for drift 
eontrol (as in frame U1X) dews serve the intended 
purpose but at the c~xpensP of substantial irwrPaS<' 
in eolumn axial forees and tlw floor ae<'PlPrations 
n•aehing as high as ~.5 g. 
4.2.2 Series Two 
\Vhereas the frames of SeriPs OnP were designe•d 
using enrrent design pro<•t>dures and the minimum 
design lateral forces recommended by the Uniform 
Building Code 1967, the structural models of 
Aeries Two were obtained from a diffen•nt dc~sign 
philosophy. The strn<'turps in this scriPs W<'r<' 
obtained by adding minimum c·ross hrac·ing 
(slenderness ratio about :~00) to an nnbrac·pd 
structure U2 having a fundamental period of 1.25 
see. The beams and eolumns were identical in all 
the frames in this series. To counteraet the 
stiffening effect of the bracing members in frames 
Seismic Behavior' of Multistory Braced Frames 
F2, B2 and A2 thc•ir floor mass<'H W<'l'<' adjust<'d 
to maintain a fundanwntal pc·riod of about 
1.2;) SP<' in eae·h ease•. Thus, this sc•riPK rc•pn•:-;c•nts 
a <'lass of Rtrn<'tur<'s \Yhi<·h an' J)('l'i()(l c·ontroll<·d. 
Tlwy an' stifl'Pr than thos<' of RPri<·s On<' <'X<'Ppt. 
for tlw spc•c·ial cas<' UlX. 
Tlw maximum rpsponsc~ of th<' four modc·ls of 
SPric•s Two (F2, B2, A2 and U2) is pr<'K<'ntPd in 
Figurps 4.2(a)-(k). A striking fc·atun' of tlH's<' 
resultR is that thc•n' is 110t as rmwh variation in the· 
rPspmlH<' of ditl'erent modPlK in this se•ric•s as was 
ohRe·rv<'d in tlw c·asc• of Hc•riPs One'. This ma~· h<' 
partly dnP to tht' <'Onstant fundanwntal pc•riod of 
vibration of tlH· SPri<'R Two struC'tnr<'R and partly 
because' of stronger beams and C'olumn:-; in t hPs<' 
stnwturp:-; as C'ompan•d to thos<' in Rc•ric•s One•. 
It <'an he noti<'<'d, hmvPve•r, that t lw e·ross 
hrac·ing doC's tPnd to limit the· latc•ral floor dis-
pla<'t'm<'nts and th<' irwlasti<' ac·tivitv in t lw 
girdc•rs [Figs. 4.2(a), (b), (f) and (i) ]. TIH' floor 
aceelerationR and <'olumn axial for<'<'K an' <·on-
siderahly larger in framPs F2, B2 and A2 aR e·om-
parcd with tlw nnbrae<'d mod<'l U2 [Figs. 4.2(c) 
and 4.2(d) ]. Tlw same' <'ff<'<'ts m•re also ohs<'fV<'d 
to a relativd~· gn·akr d<'gree' in the rc•spons<' of 
ScriPs Orw stru<'tun·s. Tlw eol umns of all t he·sc· 
four fram<'s show VPry little inc•lastic aetivit~· and 
generally n·main Plastie exeept in the• top few un-
braeed storiPf' of A2 and U2 [Fi~s. 4.2(e) and 
4.2(h) ]. Thc> duetility ratio of the girders 
generally ranges bPtween 1 and 2 and that for 
the braeing members betwePn 1 and 4 [Figs. 
4.2(f) and 4.2(g) ]. These are about half of the 
rorresponding values in RPrie•s On<' franw:-;. 
4.2.3 Series One vs. Series Two 
In tlw pr<'<'Pding two sPC'tions thP inPlastiC' tlll-
damped rc•sponse of the• structural mod<'}:-; of 
SeriPs One and Serit's Two subjPetPd to 1.5 time·:-; 
tlw El C\•ntro 1940 aecderogram was prPsPntc>d. 
The stru<'tures in thet'l<' two seriPs n•prPsPnt two 
differPnt dPsign philosophies. The n'Rttlts as 
prPSPnted were aimed to study the sPismie n•spons<' 
of the braced frames having diffc>rent arrange•m<•nts 
of diagonal braeing. A <·ross comparison lwtw<'<'Il 
tlw rc•sults of the tvw spries would also indie·at<' 
the basie similariti<'s and differmees lwtwPen tlwir 
respons<' to the same input earthquake. 
The frames U1, A1, B1 and F1 provc•d to be 
rather flexible struetures showing large lateral dis-
plaeements (up to 26 in. at the top lOth floor) and 
duetility requirements for the braeing members as 
high as about 7. These are braced or unbraced 
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:-<tnwturps d<~sigrwd for mnumum <·od<' lateral 
for('<'S. There is ('onsiderahlP inPlasti(' activity in 
tlw strU<·tural m<-nnh<~rs including the eohunns. 
Tlw eompletely unbraeed frame Ul showed the 
larg<~st lateral displacements but lPast floor ac-
cderations and column axial fon·es. ThP cross 
hraeing in the other thr<'<' bra<·<'d modds does tend 
to reduce the lateral displa<·ement.s to a <'Prtain 
<·xtPnt hut the floor tH'<'Pkrations and axial for<·cs 
in the <·olumns W<'r<' in<·n'a::.:ed. An alt<'rnati\'(' dP-
:-;ign of adding minimum eros:-; hra<·ing to the un-
hraeed fram<~ Ul for drift control, tlw UIX 
frame, appears to h<'have ])('tt<'r in that the lateral 
displa<"<'mPnts and nwmlwr ductilitit's wen' sub-
stantially reduced. But in this frame abo the 
diagonal braces resulted in in<Tt'a~·ed eol umn axial 
forces and floor accelerations. 
The four models in Reri<'S Two an' eontrollt'd h.Y 
thPir period rather than tht'ir strength and all han' 
a common p<'riod of about 1.2fi R<'<'. Tlwsp are 
stiffPr structures than those of Rcri<'s Ow• and 
appear to perform better than the four basic :-:true-
tures of that seri<'s, i.e., Ul, AI, Bl or Fl. Tlw 
lateral displacements and member ductilities are 
approximately half of tho:-:e in the above four 
structures of Series One and the columns of Series 
Seismic Behavior of Multistory Braced Frames 
Two franw:-: g<'ll<'rally n'main<'d Plac;til·. It. was 
noti(·pd that in :-\!'riPs Two also t h<' tmhra<'<'d modd 
1~2 had lea:-:t <·olumn axial fon'<':-: and fioor a<·-
<·<'h'ration a:-; compart'd to any of t IH• other hra<·c·d 
mod<'ls in that :--<•ric':-:. It nm almoc;t IH' <·ondudPd 
that th<' diagonal hra<·c·:-: do ha\·<' a t<'ndPJl('~· to 
prodtH'(' larg<'r ('olumn axial fon·pc; and Hoor 
tH·r·Pkrat ion:-: in :-:uch c;tnwtun':-:. 
4.3 Type of Analysis 
For the purposP of (·omputing the• dynami<~ 
rt'c;ponc;e of a :-:truc-t.un• for a gin'n ground motion, 
aft<·r a matht'matical model of the stnl('tur<' is 
formulatPd, two important quP:-:tions haY(' to hP 
resoln·d-- rPpresentation of thP hy:-:tnre:-:i:-: bchaYior 
of Rtructural compmwntR and tlw nonstrudural 
damping in the sy:-:tPm. Both the•:-:(' factors han~ 
h<'<'n known to han· signifi<·ant etft'ct 011 t lw 
dynami<· n·spon:-:P of the stnwtural :-:y:-:tt'ms hut 
littk <'XP('rinwntal data is fl\'ailahlP rPgarding ti1P 
adual inelastic hy:-:t<'r<'si:-: lwhaYior of \·arious 
typ<'S of strurtural nwmht'r:-: (20) and th<' magni-
tude and natun· of clamping pn•:-:<•nt in r<'al 
building; strud.un's. 
A <·om·<·ntional <'la:-:to-plast ic h~·c;tcr<':-;ic; modPI 
has h<'<'n mo:-:t <·ommonl~· u:-:Pd hy im·(•stiga tor:-: to 
f'tudy t lw im·lnstic dynamic 1 wha \'ior of :-:trw·t Ur<'s. 
This al:-:o has hP<'n \lR('d in the pn•sent inn•:-:tiga-
tion. Tu n·pr<':-:Pnt th<' damping used in most 
elastic re:-:pons<' computations a Yiseous damping 
of 5% of critieal in each da:-;ti<" m()(k has ht'<'ll 
u:-:ed in these analyses. In order to <'YaluatP tlw 
pffect of hy:-:t<·rPsi:-: PII<'rgy di:-::-:ipat ion through 
in<'lasti(' <h•formation of structural nwmlwrs and 
t h<· en<·rg~· dis:-:ipa t ion through Yi:-:<"ou:-; dam ping 
on th<' r<'sponsp of structural rnocl<•ls us<•d in this 
study four diffNent typ(•c; of analys(•:-: \Wl'P p<·r-
furnwd. Th<•:-:e an' giY<'ll hdow along with tlw 
ahhn•viation:-; which will lH' u:-;t'd in tlw cli:-:<·us:-:ion 
to follow: 
1. ltwlasti<' without \'i:-;cou:-: damping 
2. Indastie "·ith 5% Yi:-:cou:-: damping 
;). Elastie with f>% vi:-:cous damping 





In the ('t\l'l'<'ll t <k:-;ign pnu·tice an Plastic anal~·sis 
with :-:onw }Wl'<'(•ntag<' of critical Yiscous damping 
in eae h mode (usually 5%) is g(•Jwrall~· pPrfornwd 
to prediet th<' anti<"ipated n•:-:pm1sc' of a struetun· 
for a preserihed ground motion. A viseous 
damping such as above with an Plastie analyRi:-; is 
considered to represC'nt the Pffect of both hys-
teretic and nonhysteretic damping energy dissi-
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Structure Bl-IU, ID, ED and EU analyses 
)t 
pation in a n·al stru<'t.mT. A comparison of tlw 
result~ from th<~ l~D analy,;i,; with those of IU or 
ID analysis will be of particular int.<'rPst to cheek 
the validity of su<'h a procedme. 
Analyses as mentioned abm·e w<'r<' performed on 
franws of Seri<'s One and S<:ries Two. Same 
ground motion, i.e., 1..'5 times the N-S eomponcnt 
of the El Centro 19-t.O aceelerogram, wa,; 11sed in 
each case. The rr•sponRe of each strudure as 
computed from the diff('rent analys<'S is presented 
and diseussr•d in the following. 
4.3.1 Structure Bl 
The respon~e of tlw :-;tructure Bl as computed 
from the four typ<'S of analyses is pn•sentcd in 
Figun·s -1-.:)(a)-(k). 
Figure -1-.:)(a) rev<'als that th<' floor displae<~­
ments as comput<>d from the IU anal.r:-;i:-; are the 
largest when~as those from the ED analysis form 
the lower bound. It is interesting to nok that the 
displacement~; in the IU analy:-;is are significantly 
greater than those in the EU ease. There is a 
signifi<·ant a<~centuation of displa<·ement:-; in the 
top stori<·s (the so-<·all<·d "whip-lash" <'ffect) as 
found in the n~:-;ul ts of the EU analysis. This 
<'ffeet is damped out in the otlwr three eas<'s 
heeausc of energy di:-;sipatiml through irwlastic 
a<·tion or vis<:ous damping or both. It can also be 
notic<~d that the addition of viscouR damping 
reduce:-; the floor displacements in the elastic as 
>veil as inelastic case but the reduetion is much 
more in the elastic results than the inelastic ease. 
Similar ohs<~rvations are also applicable to relative 
story displacements which are shown in Figure 
4.0(h) . 
Figure 4.:)(c) :-;hows that thP EU analysis pre-
diet:-; tlw largest floor accelerations which are 
reduced by about 50% due to the addition of 
viscous damping. Same magnitude of viscous 
damping also decreases the floor accelerations in 
the inelastic analysis hut the reduetion is not as 
pronounced as in the elastic analysis. 
The EU analysis grossly overestimates the 
column axial forces both in tension <tS well as in 
compression [Fig. 4.3(d) ]. The addition of 
viscous damping decreases these forces by even 
more than 50% in some stories. Contrary to 
expeetation the same source of viscou:-; damping 
increased the eolumn forces in the inelastic 
structure. The increase is not very significant hut 
the trend is rather surprising. 
The ductility ratios for the columns, girders 
and braces are shown in Figures 4.3(e), (f), and 
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(g), n•:-;pcctively. It will he notieed that except 
for a few stories near tlw top tlw member due-
tility ratio:-; are very much underestimated by the 
elastic analysis both undamped a:-; well as dampC'd 
caRPs. The percentage n~duetion in the member 
duct.ility ratios eauscd by the viscous damping are 
about similar in tlw elastic and the inelastic 
anal.nws. This reduction 1s uniform for the 
elastic analysis whcrea:-; in th<' irwlastie r('sults the 
wd ud ion is more pronomw('d in tlw low<'r stori<'s 
wh<•n• the duetiliti<~s ar<' larger and tapers off 
to\\ anb the top wlwr<· tlH' dudilit i('s arc smalkr. 
Tlw <'ffect of viseous damping on tlw hyskr<'sis 
<·nngy dissipation of the~ structural nwmlwrs is 
shown in Figlli'<'S ·.LH h), (i) and (j). Th<· viscous 
damping d<'<Teases considerably t lw amount of 
energy dissipation required by inelastic tH'tion of 
the nwmlwrs. The dcerease is so great that the 
columns in all tlw :-;toriC's remain nearly <'lastic, 
with tlw exception of the bottom un hnwcd story. 
In eitlwr easp ttw h)·:-;ten•si:-; <•m•rg)· dis,.,ipation 
eonH•:-; from the girders and hra<'<'S mueh mon• than 
from t.h<' C'olumn:-:;. 
Th<· dissipated <~rwrgy p<'r floor as obtain<·d from 
th<· IU and ID analys<·s i:-; plotted in Figm<' 
4.;~(k). In the undamp<'d ease tlw e1wrgy dis:-:;i-
pation through tlw inPlastie deformation of 
fltnwtural members is more' coneentra kd m the 
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low<'r stories. It tapers off rapidly in the upper 
stories. Addition of 5% of critical damping in 
earh elastic mode decreases the hysteresis energy 
dissipation in each story by about 30 to 50%. 
But when the total of hysteresis energy and 
damping energy is plotkd against the story lPYPl 
it is noticed that the distribution along the 
}wight is more uniform than in thP undamped 
ease. This shows that th<' h~·skr<'sis Pn<'rgy 
dissipation is mor<' in th<' lmn'r stori<'s whil<' tlw 
eJwrgy dissipation through viseous damping is 
mm·<' <·on<·entrakd in t.lw upper storiPs of tlH' 
Rtrw~turP. 
4.3.2 Structure Fl 
The frame Fl was subjeet<>d to tlm•e analyses--
IU, ID and ED. The re~mlts are presented in 
Figun's --1-A(a)-(k). Rin<'<' t.!u' framps Fl and Bl 
are V<'ry :-;imilar in dPsign it would ht~ quit<' 
rca:-;onah!P to exp<~<"t :-;imilar ll<'ha,·ior of th<'S<' two 
fram<'H wlwn suh.i<'<"kd to sanw Part.hquak<' and 
the t:vpc of analysis. Tlw r<'sults pn'H<'llt<'d in 
Figun' 4.--1- are in agr<~ement with this PXpPetation. 
The r<'spon:-;e of the framP Fl as obtained from 
IU, ID and ED analyst~s is similar to that of B 1 
from the eorrcsponding analysPs. 
Seismic Beh:lVior of Multistory Braced Frames 
Th<' same oh:-;erva tions as W<'r<' mad<' a bout the 
framP Bl ran abo be made from th<'~e r<'Hults about 
the frame Fl. Tll<' ED analysi~ mHlPrestimat<'~ 
the response vPry ~ignificantly with the PX<'Pption 
of <·olnmn axial fon·es. It <"an hP said about 
both the frarnP~ Bl and Fl that the n'spon~e as 
computed from the dastic analysis with 5% of 
criti<·al damping in meh mode dot's not r<'Pr<'sent 
tlwir inelastic bPhavior to any r<'asonahle d<·gr<'e of 
aecuraey. 
4.3.3 Structure Al 
This iR tlw alternatdy hrae<'d franw in t:;eri<'~ 
OnP with diagonal braces locat<'d in t h<' ev<'ll-
numlwrPd stori<'S. The rt'spons<' of this struetur<' 
as <"ompnkd from the IU, ID and ED anal~·sis is 
pn~s<'nted in Figur<'H--I-.5(a-(k) . 
Tlw franw Al ~hows :-;malkr floor displa<"<'-
ments [Fig. --l-.5(a)] than thosp in Bl or Fl po~sihly 
lw<"a us<' tlw latt<'r two fram<'~ ha \'<~ t lm'<' tinws t lw 
floor masHPR than th<' fornwr. But t h<' omission of 
bra<"ing in alkrnat<' stori<'s <·ausc'd suhstantiall~· 
larg<'r rPlatiw' di:-;pla<'<'m<'ntf' than in the' hra<·<'d 
stori<'S parti<·ularly in th<' npp<'r portion of t h<' 
frame [F'ig. --1-.5(1>) ). Tlw addition of ,·is<"oll~ damp-
ing n'dtW<'S t II<' latPral displac•pnwnt~ quit<' signifi-
cantly hut tlH' mo~t dra:-;tie dfpd is noti<'<'d on tlw 
floor ~H·cd<'ra tio11s [Fig. --1-.5( e)]. Th<' Yisc·mts 
10,r---------~~---------------------~ 
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k. L~crgy Di~sipated 
a-:: r:.:.cl; Floor, 
In.:.::1-Kips 
FH:Uln: 4 .. ->. i4tnwtme Al-~IU, 11> and ED analy~e~ 
damping in the ID analysis causes a r<~du!'tion up 
to even 80% in the floor accelerations at some 
floor leve!R. Like the relative Rtory di:,;;place-
ments the column ductility ratios arc alRo larger 
in the unbraeed Rtories than in the braced ones. 
Addition of viRcous damping causes a signifi-
cant reduetion in the ductility and hystereRis 
energy demands on the members of this structure. 
It is ah;;o noticed that the results of ED and ID 
analyses have better eorrespondmwe in this 
stnwtur<~ than in tlw case of frames Bl and Fl. 
4.3.4 Structure Ul 
Ul is the !'ompletdy unhraeed strudure of 
SerieH One. Its reHponse from th<~ IU, ID and 
ED analyseR is pr<~sented in Figures -L6(a)-(i) . 
As can he noticed from Figures 4.6(a) and (b) 
this frame turnH out to he the most fl<~xible struc-
ture in Aeries One showing large lat<)ral displace-
ments. Viseom; damping redueeR tlH' displa<~e­
ments by about 40% in tlw inelasti<· analyRis hut 
thes<~ are still larger than those giv<'ll hy tlw ED 
analysis. 
Unlike the frame Al (whieh has the sam<• floor 
mass as Ul) the floor accelerations, and the 
eolumn axial forces and ductility ratios in this 
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FI<:llHE 4.7. Htnwtme UIX IU and Ell atml.v~l'~ 
frame are not as high [Figs. 4.G(<"), (d) and (P) ] . 
In faet, there is minimal indasti<' aetivity in thP 
eolumm; of this fram<' -th<> girders provide almost 
all of the hysteresis energy [Figs. 4.6(f), (g), (h) 
and (i) ]. Vis<~ous damping def•reases thP hys-
teresis energy demand on the• girders by approxi-
matdy40%. 
It is thus ohserv<~d that th<' sam<' magnitud<' of 
viseous damping is more pff<·etiv<' in n·dueing tlw 
indasti<~ n~spons<~ of th<· fram<'H A 1 and U 1 than 
it was for Bland Fl. 
4.3.5 Structure UIX 
It was notiecd that tlw unhraeed rnodd U 1 in 
Series One turned out to h<~ a flexibl<~ stnwtun• 
showing large lateral displa<~emen ts. The framP 
UlX was obtained by adding minimum <·ross 
bracing (slendernc~HH ratio about :100) to tlw open 
fram<• Ul for th<· sok purpose of drift <~ontrol 
as is quite often dmw in pra<'ti<·<·. Th<· response 
of this strw~tun~ from tlw IU and thP El) analys<'H 
is eompared in Figures -1.7 (a )-(j). 
It ean he sec~n that Uw addition of minimum 
eros:-; braeing do<~s redue<' th<' lat<'ral displacements 
by even more than 50%. The results from th<' 
ED analysis are still under those from the IU 
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FIUUI:E 4.X. Stmetme F2-IU and ED :umly~es 
analyxi,.;, hut tlw dil'ferene<~ become,; large m 
floor aeederationx [Fig. 4.7(e) ]. In the IU 
analysis the addition of minimum cross bracing 
to the open frame 1Jl results in a large inerease 
in the floor accel<~rationx and the column axial 
fon·ex [Fig. 4.7(d)]. The IU and the ED analyses 
prPdict almost similar eolnmn duetilities but the 
ginkr and bra('ing dwtilit.i<~s are grossly und<'r-
<'st.imakd by tlw ED analysis. 
4.3.6 Structure F2 
The r<'sponx<~ of tlw xt.rll(·t.un~ F2 ax (•omputcd 
from tlw IU and ED analys<'S is plotkd in 
Figun~s 4.8(a)-(i). It will h<~ notieed that the 
floor diRplac<'ments found in the two analyxes 
are very nearly <'qual [Fig. 4.8(a) ]. But the rela-
tive floor displae<'ments in tlH' IU analysis are 
generally greater than those of ED anaJysiR, th<' 
latter being mow uniform in Pach story than th<' 
former [Fig. 4.8(b) ]. Tlw IU analy,.;is preclid.s 
floor aceekrations whieh arc about twie(~ thos<~ 
from tJw EI) analysiR [Fig. 4.8( e)]. Tlw <~olumn 
axial fon·es and ductility ratios an~ very similar 
in th<~ two ('a,.;<'s. But tlw girder and bra('ing 
du<~tilities an~ significantly underestimated in the' 
ED analysis. 
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4.3. 7 Structure B2 
The rcspom;e of thiR structure as computed 
from the IU and ED analyses is shown in Figures 
4.9(a)-(i). Once again the ED analysis under-
estimates the floor displacements, relative story 
displacements and floor accelerations--the dis-
crepancy in the latter parameter being the largest . 
But tho column axial forceH turned out to be larger 
in th<~ ED respom;e than from tlw IU analysis. 
Column ductility ratios induding the ductility 
ratioH for girders and hrac~<~s ar<~ signifieantly 
small<~r in the ED analysis than in th<> IU case. 
4.3.8 Structures A2 and U2 
The frames A2 and U2 were also subjected to tlw 
IU and ED analyseR and the reRults arc shown in 
Figures 4.10(a)-(j) and Figures 4.1l(a)-(h), r<'-
spectivdy. A study of these figures will show that 
these two frames respomkd to the two analys<'s in 
the Rame manner as did tlw framp F2. Thcr<'-
fore, similar olmervations ean also he made about 
the behavior of theHe two fram<~s. 
4.4 Energy- and Displacement-Time Histories 
Time histories of certain respom;c parameters, 
as obtained from the analyses diseussed in this 
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rhapter, arT pn•sent<·d in Appcndix<•s A through I. 
Thf's<~ re~pon~e param<·ters an~: in put erwrgy, 
ent~rgi<•s dissipated through inelastic ddormation 
and vis<·ous damping, and lat<~ral displacmncnts at 
Rclcet<-d floor luvds. It should be noted that the 
<'JH•rgy dissipat<•d through ,·iscous dampi11g is a 
signifi<·ant part of til(' total dissipakd <·ncrgy. In 
the IU analysis the frame lTl shows a gradual 
buildup of perman<·nt late-ral drift, Figur<' 1 ).2. 
Thi::;; type of drift is not ohsen·<·d in any of the 
other cas<~R. 
Chapter 5 
Summary and Conclusions 
5.1 Summary 
This report pn~sents a study of the effpct of 
minimum cross bracing upon th<~ inelastic behavior 
of multistory building fram<~s when suhj<~ct<·d to a 
s<•vcre earthquake motion. The sknderness ratio 
of the diagonal bracing m<~mhers was kept around 
:-100 the maximum valw• that is generally p<·r-
mitted by cod<•s for tlw se<·ondary structural nwm-
bms. BecauRe of their large slendern<'ss the <·om-
pression strength of tlw bracing m<~mlwrs was 
neglected and they wen· assum<·d to behave <·lasto-
plasti<·ally in tension only. Tlw hy~t<~rPsis hP-
havior of the bPams and columns in r<'V<'rsed bend-
ing was as::;um<·d to lw Plasto-plastic. Th<· <'ffp<·t of 
axial forces on the plastic mom<·nt of tlw column~ 
was included so that the column yield monwnts 
w<·n~ varying d 11 ring Uw lateral vibration of t hc~ 
stnwtun•. Th<· <'ffeet of axial ddormation of the 
<·olurnns was also included in the analysis. On the 
othn hand th<' beams wen~ assumed to be axially 
rigid and tlw effc•ct of axial for<'e on their yiel~l 
moment was ignon•d. Tlw P-/J.. <~ffed was in-
dueled in thP analysis. 
The method of analysis, which was cks<'rilwd in 
Chapte-r 2, was has<~d upon th<' ahovc~ assumptions 
n·garding tlw hyst<·rPtic h<~havior of tlw structural 
nwmh<~rs of tlw hra<·<'d framc•s. The multi~torv 
frame was tn•akd as a lumped-mass systt'm an~l 
tlw n~sulting Pquations of lat<~ral motion W<'r<' 
solved by a Hungc~-Kutta fourth-ord!'r mmwrical 
pro!'c~dun~. The n·sponsc of tlw frame to thc• in-
plaiw horizontal C'omponent of ground motion was 
<'omputcd by an incremental tedmiqw·. Viscous 
damping c•quival<>nt off>% of <'ritieal in ea<·h c•lastic 
mode of tlw strudure \VaR also included in som<' 
eases. 
The basie objectiv<' of this Rtudy was to evaluate 
the seismic behavior of the multistory braeed franw 
struetures of steel. The s<·ope was limited to single 
bay, 10-story frames having slender diagonal brac-
ing members which were designed as te~sion mem-
bers only. Two different groups of structures 
Seismic Behavior of Multistory Braced Frames 
1n•n• analyz!'d: ~c·ri<•s On<', whic·h consistPd of 
fram<•s cksigrwd for th<' minimum lat<·ral for<'<' n·-
quin·nwnt of a sc•ismic code (similar to tiH· Uniform 
Building Code 1 DG7) and using curr<'nt <l<·sign 
pro(•cdurps; and :·kriPs Two, in which tlw frame•:-; 
w<·n· dPsign<·d for a (•ommon fundanw11tal p<·riod 
of Yihration of approximately 1.2;) Sl'<'. In <'a<·h 
seri<•:-: structural variations w<·n· ohtain<'d by 
c·hanging th<' arrang<'lil<'llt of t lw diagonal hrac·in~ 
in thP stori<•s. Th<· ha:-:c• <'Xcitation was tlH' :\-~ 
<'OffiJHHH'Ilt of the• El ( '<·nt ro 1 H-+0 <·art hqua k<· \Yith 
tlw accdnation ordinate·:-; multipliPd by a fac·tor 
of l.fi. In ordn to k<'<'P the· comput<•r tim<· \\'it hin 
n·asonahl<· limits, tlH' dynamic respmlsl' of t h<· 
strudur!'~ to t}H' first Sl'\"('ll s<'<'mH!s of this rnodi-
fiPcl a<'e<·l<·rogram was <·omput<•d. Tlw maximum 
response paranwters which dmractPrize tlw s<'ismic 
hPhavior of the strudurPs wt•n• n·cc)I'(lt'd. A d<·-
seription of tlw program of inYPstigation was giv<·n 
in Chapt<·r :). 
The results of th<' various P<' h<·duled analyst's 
W<'I'C' prPsPntPd and clis<·uss<•d in Chapt<·r -+. ThP 
inflw•nee of tlw ~varying arraHg!'mPnts of tlw mini-
mum noRs bracing upon the spismi<' behavior of 
th<· stnl('tural modds in Paeh sPriPs was studi<·d by 
<·omparing thc·ir respons<' forth<' sanw <·arthqtmk;•. 
A cross <·omparison h(•tw<'<'ll the two seri<·s al:-:o 
pointed out :-:onw sig11ific·an t :-:imilaritic•s and dif-
f<·n·rH'<'S in tlw sPismic lH'lun·ior of tlwsc structures, 
w hie h 1wn• ohtainPd by two diffl~rc'nt cksig11 
philosophies. ( 'omparisons were also mack for 
these ~tru<'tnres lwt\wen the response results as 
<·mnputed from the indastie undamped, inelastic~ 
dampPd, dasti(~ clamp<·cl and Plastie undamped 
analy~es. This was dmw to study how these stnw-
tun•s would u•spond to tlw Ram<' earthquake und<'r 
varying <·onditions of analysi:-:. 
5.2 Conclusions 
Like any other ~ingle investigation the preRent 
study also has it:;; limitations of scope and the 
assumptions made in the method of analysis. 
29 
N <'\·<·rt.lwless, this initial study has provided ::-;orne 
insight into tlw :-<ei::-;mic behavior of multistory 
st.ruct.mes with minimum cro::-;s bracing. Some of 
tlw more significant aspects of the n•sult.s are sum-
marized in the following: 
1. The frames of Seri<'S One were designed for 
minimum eodc lateral forc<'S and using current 
design procedures. Th<>RC franw::-; proved to he 
rat lwr flexible showing; large lateral diRplacements, 
nwmlwr ductility ratios and energy demands for 
tlw 1.5 times the N -S component of th<> El Cc~ntro 
19-!0 earthquake that waR used in the study. The 
ductility ratios for the bracing members were as 
large as 7 and thoRe for the columns went up to 
about 5. These peak ductility ratios were ob-
taiw•d from the undamped analys<'S. ·while large 
ductility ratios for the bracing m<•mhers do not 
appear to be sNious for the overall Rtructure, it 
would be desirable to use stronger columns for 
Seri<·s One structm<'R in order to limit their inelastic 
activity to a minimum. 
2. The effect of including 5% viscous damping 
was generally more pronouneed on the elar-;tic 
respemRe than on the' rcsultR of the inelaRtic anal-
ysis, with a few exceptionR. The inelar-;ti<~ damped 
analyses gmwrally show moderate axial force and 
ductility ratios for the columns of Series One. 
The largest column duetility ratio was :3.4 and 
ductility ratios for the bracing members were as 
large as 6. The floor accelerations were found to 
he most Rensitivc to viscous damping-a reduction 
of up to 80% was noticed at some floor levels in 
thP inelastic response. 
:t The frames of Series Two, on the other 
hand, were controlled by period rather than 
strength and wne proportioned for a common 
fundamental period of 1.25 fiCC~. These frames 
\\'<'r<' undoubtedly stronger and stiffer than those of 
~<'ries One and showed fimaller lateral displaee-
nwnts and lesser iw~lastic activity in the members. 
The columns generally remainPd Plastic Pxccpt in 
a fpw instances. 
4. The addition of minimum cross bracing to 
restrict the lateral drift of an unbraced frame was 
found to be effective in reducing the lateral dis-
plae·C'ments and the inelastic activity in the 
eolumns and gird<~rs. This was accompanied by 
suh;;tantially increased axial forces in the columns 
(T/TY values reaching up to 0.7) and large floor 
accelerations of the order of 3.3 g. 
5. The elastic analysis with or without viscous 
damping does not, to any degree of accuracy, 
n~prcsent the inelastic behavior of structures when 
30 
considerable yi<~lding oe·.e·.ms in most of the struc-
tural components. Of course, if the ,.;ystPm has 
very small inelasticitiPs, the ela;;tie anal~·;;is will 
provid<~ reasonable' rc·Rults. For the fram<'s of 
Series One~, the elastic analysi;; grossly und<~r­
estimated the lateral displaccmPnts and th<· mem-
ber duetility ratios, but ove~rcstimat<'d the e~olnrnn 
axial forces. 
Although both c·olnmn axial forc·es and mo-
ments were used to definp the column ductility 
ratio, this ratio and the column axial force ha\'e 
been discusRed separately in the report and eonclu-
sionR. It is recognized that th<' behavior of the 
column is influenced by a combination of thes<' pa-
rameters. It should also he noted that f>% viseons 
damping was RelPcted herein to study the effect of 
viseous damping on the rPsponse~. In dt~sig;ning a 
structure the pere<mtag<~ of vi:,;eous damping; which 
represents the energy dissipation by nonstructural 
clements must be sl'IPekd, probably h<•twecn 1 and 
5%. 
The behavior of minimum cross braeed frames 
does not necetlsarily pn·dict the bPhavior of other 
types of braced systems. A futun· Rtndy which 
incorporates bracing; with compr<'sRiV<' and fiex-
ural stnmgth would he desirable> to improv<' our 
understanding; of tlw se•ismic behavior of hra<'<'d 
frame strnetun~s. 
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FIGURE D.4. Displacement vs. time; structure Ul; ID analysis 
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